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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the establishment of the European Economic Community in the 1960s, company law harmonization has possibly been the area of private law most affected by the EEC/EC/EU. Historically, EC company law harmonization had three objectives. First, the Treaty envisioned that the Council and the Commission would coordinate “to the extent that it is necessary and with a view to making them equivalent, the guarantees demanded in Member States from companies […] for the purpose of protecting the interests both of the members of such companies and of third parties.” Parties interacting with community firms should therefore be able to rely on a set of “equivalent safeguards.” Second, the concern that one of the Member States might es-

1. Marcus Lutter, Walter Bayer & Jessica Schmidt, Europäisches Unternehmens- und Kapitalmarktrecht § 1 ¶ 2 (5th ed. 2012) (describing company law as the area of private law where harmonization has progressed most).


tablish itself as a “European Delaware” existed as early as the negotiations for the Treaty of Rome. Specifically, already before the accession of the United Kingdom to the European Communities, it was feared that, if given a free choice, founders of corporations would choose Dutch law, which was at that time perceived as the most permissive system and was also the only Member State using the “incorporation theory” at the time. Timmermans, among others, thus saw harmonization as a quid pro quo, i.e. something that Member States could expect as compensation for conceding that the Freedom of Establishment would be extended to companies.

Thirdly, EC Company Law harmonization was intended to facilitate cross-border amalgamations of firms, given that at the time few companies in Europe operated across national borders and did not compare favorably to American firms that operated on a Continental scale.

5. See Christian W.A. Timmermans, Methods and Tools for Integration. Report, in EUROPEAN BUSINESS LAW: LEGAL AND ECONOMIC ANALYSES ON INTEGRATION AND HARMONIZATION 129, 132 (Richard M. Buxbaum, Alain Hirsch & Klaus J. Hopt eds.1991) (pointing out French fears that the Netherlands might become the Delaware of Europe); Houin, supra note 3, at 16 (expressing concerns that companies might be able to opt out of protections for third parties by choosing lax laws).
6. See ERIC STEIN, HARMONIZATION OF EUROPEAN COMPANY LAWS 29-31 (1971); Houin, supra note 3, at 22.
7. Timmermans, Rechtsangleichung, supra note 4, at 12-14; Timmermans, Methods, supra note 5, at 132; see also Alfred F. Conard, The European Alternative to Uniformity in Corporation Laws, 89 Mich. L. Rev. 2150, 2190 (1991) (noting that France and Germany required “equivalent safeguards” to open their markets to corporations from other member states); Krešimir Piršl, Trends, Developments, and Mutual Influences between United States Corporate Law(s) and European Community Company Law(s), 14 Colum. J. Eur. L. 277, 326 (2008) (describing harmonization as “price” or “necessary compensation” required by some member states to accept freedom of establishment).
The success of the harmonization program is, however, controversial. While some have described it as a great success story,9 Luca Enriques, one of the most irreverent commentators of EU Company Law, has described the harmonization program as “trivial,” meaning that it had hardly any impact on the way companies are run, with limited exceptions, and argued that national company law cultures were able to persist.10

Given the constraints of a symposium contribution, our analysis of the impact of UK law on EU company law is necessarily incomplete and will emphasize a few key areas. However, we will propose a bifurcated thesis in which we distinguish between company law issues related to capital markets and others. Areas not directly related to capital markets that were the subject of the first wave of company law harmonization attempts include board structure and legal capital. Here, the United Kingdom had a considerable impact, as it was typically on the brakes when Continental Europeans were poised to enact top-down regulation along the lines of the German company law model. The United Kingdom tended to favor freedom of choice in company law, and thus ended up as the primary “user” of the freedom of establishment for companies, which led to the fulfillment of the noble dream of this particular Freedom in spite of Continental objections and fears of a race to the bottom.

By contrast, in areas related to capital markets, the UK model became the driving force for harmonization when the issue came on the European Union’s radar screen from the 2000s onwards. In areas such as takeover law and financial reporting, EU law generally adopted UK models emphasizing transparency and shareholder choice, either as mandatory law, or as a strongly encouraged model for the Member States. However, it is likely that the United Kingdom would have had the same impact without being an EU member. Thus, we can say that UK membership was ultimately irrelevant for the development of EU law.

This article is structured as follows. In Part II, we discuss the United Kingdom’s unique perspective in corporate law and business regulation. In Part III, we address the United Kingdom’s role in two


traditional areas of company law harmonization, namely the board of directors (in the failed 5th Directive and the SE) and legal capital. In Part IV, we discuss areas related to capital markets, such as takeover law and accounting (which has morphed from a “traditional” to a capital-market oriented area). Part V provides a conclusion to the preceding analysis.

II. THE UK’S UNIQUE PERSPECTIVE

In terms of economic policy and business law, the United Kingdom is often thought to have a very different perspective from the majority of Continental Europe. Economists espousing the “legal origins” theory have emphasized the difference between the common law the civil law tradition and proposed that it explains many differences in legal rules and regulations in many areas, which consequently have considerable economic and social impact.11

A different literature, the socio-economic theory of different varieties of capitalism, suggests that the UK’s particular perspective might be rooted in its adherence to a different “variety of capitalism” than much of the rest of the European Union, in particular its strong orientation toward markets, standing in contrast to other Member States that fall into a different category. This literature posits that different countries have developed different packages of socioeconomic and political institutions that – by providing a particular set of institutional complementarities – have helped the respective jurisdiction to be competitive.12 In other words, capitalist institutions do not necessarily have to be the same everywhere to make a country economically successful, but there are different strategies to achieve economic success.13 Within the Western world, this literature distinguishes between market-based...
and coordinated capitalist systems. While the former describes a system based on individual market transactions, the latter is based on large-scale coordination through aggregated interest groups such as unions and employer associations relying on collective bargaining. For example, specific human capital is thought to be more important in a coordinated system, whereas human capital in market-based systems is thought to be more transferable.

Relatedly, the literature on financial systems distinguishes between “arm’s length” or “outsider” financial systems on the one hand, and “control-oriented” or “insider” financial systems on the other. While in an insider system, firms tend to receive needed finance through stock and bond markets, insider systems rely more on bank-finance as well as large, strategic shareholders. This is, again, linked to the observation that publicly-traded firms in the United Kingdom, somewhat like those in the United States, have a more dispersed ownership structure than Continental European countries.

This particular perspective informs our subsequent discussion of the role of the United Kingdom within UK company law. As the examples in the following sections will show, we can look at how the UK model has (or has not) pushed the European Union toward a greater capital-market orientation in the vein of a market-oriented capitalist system. EU company law often developed out of the juxtaposition of United Kingdom with German company law traditions. These are informed in turn by different styles of capitalism, which are often expressed in specific company law and corporate governance institutions.
For example, the United Kingdom and Germany are often considered to differ greatly in the question of the fundamental orientation of company law. The typical belief is that the United Kingdom is strongly committed to the maximization of the welfare of shareholders; by contrast, German corporate law is typically thought to pursue wider objective that caters to the interests of a broader spectrum of “stakeholders.” One major example is of course German codetermination, i.e. the representation of employees on the supervisory board.\footnote{19} Another difference, which belabored without limits in the comparative corporate governance literature, is of course different ownership structures. While the United Kingdom has long been characterized by dispersed ownership mainly by institutional investors, Germany and other Continental European countries traditionally exhibit more concentrated forms of share ownership.

Thus, the entrenched interests dominating the national position in positions in European negotiations reflect the prevailing powers, which are more often institutional investors in the United Kingdom, and labor interests, blockholders, and a multiplicity of other players on the Continent.\footnote{20} Consequently, the United Kingdom has tended to oppose mandatory substantive regulation of corporate law intended to protect creditors and employees in particular. The UK model has, however, been congenial with a vision of more transparency and freedom of contract that informed shareholders operating in an arm’s length market could use.

\footnote{19. See Martin Gelter, \textit{Comparative Corporate Governance: Old and New}, in \textit{Understanding the Company: Corporate Governance and Theory} 37, 42-44 (Barnali Choudhury & Martin Petrin eds. 2017).}

III. BOARD STRUCTURE AND CAPITAL STRUCTURE: THE UK AS AN IMPEDIMENT TO HARMONIZATION

A. The Boards of Directors: The 5th Directive and the European Company Statute

Over the course of several decades, the EC toyed with the possibility of harmonizing the organization structure of public companies. This project had two aspects. First, starting in 1959 academics had vented the plan to pass a European Company Statute, which would provide a unitary legal form for public companies across Member States, and would provide an option available everywhere in addition to the public company under the respective State’s law. The first attempts were followed by a Proposal for a regulation in 1970 and an amended Proposal in 1975. The European Company Statute was passed in 2001, and since then the Societas Europaea (“SE”) has been available as an additional legal form throughout the European Union, even if it is used mainly in particular Member States.

Second, the original harmonization plan for company law also included a 5th Directive or “Structure Directive” that would have mandated a particular board structure, and a distribution of competences between different corporate bodies. A draft for this Directive, which also addressed the powers and obligations of corporate bodies, was first


23. Caspar Rose, The New Corporate Vehicle Societas Europaea (SE): consequences for European corporate governance, 15 CORP. GOV. 112, 113 (2007) (“Both drafts were heavily influenced by the German Company law legislation, which was considered somehow problematic from the perspective of some of the member states.”)


proposed in 1972\textsuperscript{26}, amended in 1983\textsuperscript{27} and again in 1990\textsuperscript{28}. It never came into being and the third draft was ultimately withdrawn by the Commission in 2001.\textsuperscript{29} A few aspects of the 5th Directive were incorporated in the Shareholder Rights Directive of 2007\textsuperscript{30} and the new Audit Directive of 2014.\textsuperscript{31}

The first drafts for the SE and the 5th Directive\textsuperscript{32} were rigidly Germanic in their approach. In particular, they required a two-tier board structure (consisting of a management and supervisory board) and employee representation modeled on German codetermination. Among the original Member States besides Germany, the Netherlands required employee participation, but not France and Italy.\textsuperscript{33} The two-tier board structure has been available as an option in France since 1966, but

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{26} Commission of the European Communities, Proposal for a Fifth Directive to coordinate the safeguards which, for the protection of the interests of members and others, are required by Member States of companies within the meaning of the second paragraph of Article 58 of the Treaty, as regards the structure of sociétés anonymes and the powers and obligations of their organs, COM (72) 887 final, (Oct. 1972) [hereinafter Fifth Directive First Draft].
  \item \textsuperscript{27} Commission of the European Communities, Amended Proposal for a Fifth Directive Founded on Article 54(3)(g) of the EEC Treaty Concerning the Structure of Public Limited Companies and the Powers and Obligations of their Organs, COM (83) 185 final (Aug. 1983) [hereinafter Fifth Directive Second Draft].
  \item \textsuperscript{28} Second Amendment to the Proposal for a Fifth Council Directive Based on Article 54 of the EEC Treaty Concerning the Structure of Public Limited Companies and the Powers and Obligations of their Organs, COM (90) 629 final (Dec. 1990) [hereinafter Fifth Directive Third Draft].
  \item \textsuperscript{29} Communication from the Commission, Withdrawal of Commission Proposals which are no longer topical, COM (2001) 763 final (Dec. 2001) [hereinafter Fifth Directive Withdrawal].
  \item \textsuperscript{33} See Klaus J. Hopt, Labor Representation on Corporate Boards: Impacts and Problems for Corporate Governance and Economic Integration in Europe, 14 INT’L REV. L. & ECON. 203, 204-205 (1994).
\end{itemize}
never became particularly popular.\textsuperscript{34} Thus, the requirement of a German-style board structure for the entire Community may have been a doomed project from the very beginning.

With the accession of the United Kingdom in 1973, the one-tier faction was further strengthened. The United Kingdom in fact toyed with the idea of employee participation during the 1970s, when a Labour government commissioned the “Bullock Report”, which recommended an employee participation system modeled on German and Swedish law.\textsuperscript{35} However, since the unions were lackluster about the prospect of sitting on boards, the project already lay dormant when Margaret Thatcher came into power in 1980.\textsuperscript{36} Subsequently, British support for labor representation was unthinkable.

The SE was passed only as a watered-down compromise in 2001, which required Member States to permit a choice between one-tier and two-tier boards and set up a complex negotiation mechanism for employee representation in merged companies.\textsuperscript{37} In this case, the third goal of company law harmonization – facilitating cross-border business combination – thus prevailed over the first two – creating minimum standards and preventing regulatory arbitrage. In the end, the SE might have been enacted earlier if the United Kingdom had not been an EC/EU member, and the 5th Directive might at least have been within the realm of realistic possibilities without UK membership, given that the United Kingdom supported the third goal, but not former two with respect to this aspect of company law. The resistance particularly against employee participation seems to have been the main reason for

\textsuperscript{34} Klaus J Hopt & Patrick Leyens, \textit{Board Models in Europe – Recent Developments of Internal Corporate Governance Structures in Germany, the United Kingdom, France, and Italy}, 2004 EUR. COMP. & FIN. L. REV. 135, 156.


\textsuperscript{37} Interestingly, the SE is used mainly in jurisdictions that have laws requiring employee representation on corporate boards. See Eidenmüller et al., \textit{supra} note 24.
the failure the 5th Directive.\textsuperscript{38} Still, with Brexit looming, we should not expect EU lawmaking on either issue in the coming years.

It is interesting to note, however, that employee participation seems to be on the ascendancy again. During the high period of “convergence in corporate governance” toward an “end of history for corporate law” characterized by shareholder wealth maximization it was considered a vestige from the bad old days.\textsuperscript{39} The increased economic protectionism of recent years seems to have brought it back. On the one hand, France, a longstanding abstainer from the practice, introduced a moderate form of it in 2013, although the effects and impact are not yet clear. On the other hand the Czech Republic passed a law in March 2012 allowing companies to instate a one-tier board structure and abolished the existing law on codetermination.\textsuperscript{40} The United Kingdom, which was its most fervent opponent during the 1980s throughout the 2000s, seems to be considering it again, as noticed in the recent Green Paper on Company Law, which was published in 2016 in the wake of the Brexit referendum.\textsuperscript{41}

It would be almost ironic if a future UK government were to introduce some form of employee participation. This would constitute what one could call a “Roe moment.” Mark Roe, in an influential body of scholarship, suggested that pro-employee mechanisms that distract from shareholder orientation typically need to be introduced for an economy to get back on the tracks in times of social upheaval. “Before a society can produce, it must achieve social peace.”\textsuperscript{42} Brexit, which

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{39} Henry Hansmann & Reinier Kraakman, \textit{The End of History for Corporate Law}, 89 \textit{GEO. L. J.} 439 (2001).
  \item \textsuperscript{40} In January 2017, the Czech Commercial Code was amended to re-assert obligatory representation of employees on supervisory boards, but only for joint-stock companies with more than 500 employees. On the development of Czech law, see Jan Lasák, \textit{With Love from the Heart of Europe: New Rules for Czech Joint-Stock Companies}, 18 \textit{EUR. BUS. ORG. L. REV.} 85, 93 (2017).
  \item \textsuperscript{41} \textsc{DEPARTMENT FOR BUSINESS, ENERGY & INDUSTRIAL STRATEGY, CORPORATE GOVERNANCE REFORM}, 2016 (UK).
  \item \textsuperscript{42} Mark J. Roe, \textit{Political Determinants of Corporate Governance} 1 (2003).
\end{itemize}
may entail a severe reorientation of the British economy, create a situation where a readjusted social compact is required for the country to move forward.

B. Legal capital and the freedom of establishment: A transient victory

Another area in which the United Kingdom had a considerable impact was – rather indirectly than directly – legal capital, whose development is linked to the freedom of establishment for companies. As part of the original company law harmonization program, the 2nd Directive43 established a system of minimum capital requirements (set at EUR 25,000) as well as capital maintenance rules for public companies. At least on much of the Continent, the legal capital regime was long considered a cornerstone of the law of corporations that was absolutely necessary to protect creditors, and to allow companies to operate across borders within the internal market. Still, in open contradiction to this idea, the 2nd Directive applied only to public companies and was never extended to private ones. Some Member States, such as the United Kingdom, Ireland and the Netherlands, only created a clear distinction between private and public companies arguably in order to limit the application of the Directive.44 Before the implementation of the Directive in the United Kingdom, Ireland and the Netherlands, these two types of limited liability companies were not considered


clearly distinct as legal forms. Most Member States initially had a similar legal capital system (including minimum capital) in place for both types of firms, without being explicitly required to do so. However, while retaining a legal capital system in principle, the United Kingdom never introduced a minimum capital for private limited companies.

The Commission presented the Proposal for the 2nd Directive in 1970, but due to the accession of the United Kingdom, Ireland and Denmark, the Directive was not adopted until 1976 in light of the new Members request for changes. It has to be pointed out that the draft of the 2nd Directive was in part – and in comparison to the 1st Directive – considerably influenced by British and Irish company law experts. Especially in regards to the provisions concerning financial aid for a company wanting to purchase its own shares (Art 23) and redemption of shares (Art 39), the European instrument mirrors existing UK legislation (Companies Act 1948).

An extension to private limited companies was contemplated during the preparation of the Directive in 1970, and the commission formally studied the issue in 1993. German scholars, not surprisingly,

---

45. For the United Kingdom, compare Companies Act 1948, 11 & 12 Geo. 6 c. 38, § 28(1) (defining those companies as “private” that fulfill certain criteria in their articles and leaving public companies as the residual category) with COMPANIES ACT 1985, c. 6, § 1(3) and COMPANIES ACT 2006, c. 46 § 4(2) (both defining public companies as those identified as public companies in the articles and having been founded as public companies under the special requirements of the act). See Paul Davies, The Legal Capital in Private Companies in Great Britain, 43 DIE AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT 346, 346 (1998) (noting that under the 1985 Act the two legal forms are clearly distinct); GRUNDMANN, supra note 43, at 40; see also Clive M. Schmitthoff, New Concepts in Company Law, 1973 J. BUS. L. 312, 313-316 (discussing how the European directives will necessitate a reform of British law).


47. See EDWARDS, supra note 43, at 51.


49. COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, STUDY ON SECOND DIRECTIVE’S EXTENSION TO OTHER TYPES OF COMPANIES (1993); see also BODEN DE BANDT DE BRAUW JEANTET & URIA, REPORT ON POSSIBLE EXTENSION OF THE SECOND COMPANY LAW DIRECTIVE TO PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANIES AND LIMITED PARTNERSHIPS WITH SHARES (1992).
often criticized the inconsistency and argued for the extension.\textsuperscript{50} The gap in coverage was probably the primary reason why many Continental Member States were reluctant to give up the “real seat theory” in the conflict of laws treatment of foreign corporations, thus effectively forcing individuals doing business in one Member State to use the company forms of that state.\textsuperscript{51} This open subversion of the freedom of establishment for companies lasted until the \textit{Centros-Überseering-Inspire Art} triad of cases between 1999 and 2003.\textsuperscript{52} After \textit{Inspire Art}, however, English Private Limited Companies began to flood at least some parts of the Continent for a few years. The number of pseudo-English firms decreased both in Germany and Austria in 2006, most likely precipitated by certain changes in the application of English law. The most important reason appears to have been that the Companies House began to strike companies from the register that failed to submit financial statements twice.\textsuperscript{53} However, in recent years the number of pseudo-English firms has seemingly started to increase again.\textsuperscript{54}

Even if the jurisdiction within the United Kingdom called “England and Wales” did not establish itself as the European Delaware, it was instrumental for bringing about changes in the company law of other Member States: A number of them began to tweak their laws to salvage the attractiveness of their own corporate forms and engaged in what is now known as “defensive regulatory competition.”\textsuperscript{55} Most conspicuously, even in the early 2000s a number of Member States began


\textsuperscript{51} Under the real seat theory, a corporation must be incorporated in the jurisdiction where its “real seat” is located to ensure its legal personality is recognized. See, e.g. Carsten Gerner-Beuerle, \textit{et al., Study on the Law Applicable to Companies} 27-28 (2016).

\textsuperscript{52} Martin Gelter, \textit{Centros, the Freedom of Establishment for Companies, and the Court’s Accidental Vision for Corporate Law, in EU LAW STORIES} 309, 322-30 (Fernanda Nicola & Bill Davies eds., 2017).


\textsuperscript{54} Gerner-Beuerle \textit{et al., supra} note 50, at 51.

\textsuperscript{55} Luca Enriques & Martin Gelter, \textit{How the Old World Encountered the New One: Regulatory Competition and Cooperation in European Corporate and Bankruptcy Law}, 81 TUL. L. REV. 577, 589-590 (2007); Ringe, \textit{supra} note 52, at 243-44.
to establish private company forms without a minimum capital.\textsuperscript{56} Even without actively attempting to attract foreign incorporations, the combination of the UK’s liberal approach toward legal capital with the European case law thus had a transformative impact on the law of private companies elsewhere.

In this context, it is interesting to note that the UK approach to private companies cannot be described as entirely deregulatory across the board: The United Kingdom did not traditionally give as much weight to legal capital, which some of the continents often saw as the price of limited liability. In the English perspective, accounting disclosure (rather than) legal capital is seen as the “price” for limited liability.\textsuperscript{57} The 1\textsuperscript{st} Directive has required the disclosure of financial information of all limited liability entities since 1968.\textsuperscript{58} This requirement faced considerable resistance specifically in Germany, which seems to have come to compliance only in recent years.\textsuperscript{59} The United Kingdom became an EC member only in 1973 and hardly made any changes in their respective national law in regard to the disclosure provisions of the Directive as the Companies Act of 1967 exceeded and therefore complied with the standards set out in the Directive.\textsuperscript{60} British seriousness in enforcing the requirement against companies incorporated in

\textsuperscript{56} E.g. Eva-Maria Kieninger, The Legal Framework of Regulatory Competition Based on Company Mobility: EU and US Compared, 6 GERMAN L.J. 741, 768-770 (2004); Enriques & Gelter, supra note 54, at 600-602.


\textsuperscript{58} First Council Directive, supra note 3, at Art 2(1)(f).


\textsuperscript{60} The First Directive was applicable in Great Britain not upon entry in the EEC but six months later, to allow enough time to adjust the British legal provisions only in regard to the Directives second topic, namely the validity of commitments made on behalf of the company.
England and Wales was apparently a major factor why it did not ultimately become a haven for pseudo-foreign incorporations.

IV. CAPITAL MARKET ORIENTATION

A. Takeovers: UK takeover regulation as a soft unifying force

Let us now turn at a model where the United Kingdom took the lead, namely takeover law. By and large, in comparative corporate law, we can identify the United States and the United Kingdom as two polar opposite lead jurisdictions. They contrast mainly in two points, namely the issue of whether boards may defend against hostile bids, and whether a “market rule” or “equal opportunity rule” applies. First, in most situations, boards of directors in the United States can defend against takeovers as long as defenses satisfy the proportionality test set up in

\[ \text{Unocal v. Mesa Petroleum Co.} \]

\[ 61 \]

By contrast, UK takeover law, which was developed not by the courts but by the originally private Panel on Mergers of Takeovers in the so-called City Code, has since 1968 required that management refrains from “any action that may result in any offer or bona fide possible offer being frustrated or in shareholders being denied the opportunity to decide on its merits.”


The only thing directors in the United Kingdom are legitimately allowed to do is try to persuade shareholders not to trade into the tender offer. This legal principle is known as the “non-frustration rule”, “passivity rule”, or “neutrality rule.”

Second, takeover law in the United States differs from that in the United Kingdom in the fact that so-called market rule applies, meaning


61. 493 A.2d 946 (Del. 1985).


that the acquisition of control does not trigger any particular duties of the buyer. By contrast, in situations of acquisition of control, the United Kingdom applies something like an “equal opportunity” rule, meaning that the acquirer must offer non-connected shareholders to buy out their shares at the same price that was previously paid during a reference period prior to acquiring control.64 This so-called “mandatory bid” implies that anyone acquiring control over a publicly traded firm must make an offer to buy out the remaining shareholders at the same price as paid prior to the acquisition of a controlling block.65

Overall, the United Kingdom has been more successful in exporting its model to the rest of the world, including to the European Union.66 Admittedly, the United Kingdom did not explicitly push for a takeover law modeled on the City Code. In fact, many in the United Kingdom were not too enthusiastic about subjecting the privately organized takeover panel to a statutory basis.67 Moreover, European takeover law was a top-down project that the commission – with a view toward creating a more coherent capital market – had pursued since the 1970s.68 However, the City Code was the main model for the 13th Company Law Directive (or Takeover Directive)69, which replicates some of its rules and structure. The European Court of Justice’s (ECJ’s) case


67. See Blanaid Clarke, Takeover Regulation— through the Regulatory Looking Glass, 8 GER. L. J. 381, 384 (2007).


law on Golden Shares\textsuperscript{70} during the late 1990s made the need for a coherent takeover law appear more pressing,\textsuperscript{71} and the Takeover Directive was also a centerpiece of the 1999 Financial Services Action Plan.\textsuperscript{72}

The final compromise can be considered to be watered-down version of UK takeover law. In particular, the implementation of the mandatory bid rule (Art 5 (1)) was obligatory for the Member States.\textsuperscript{73} However, the deliberations over the Directive extended over many years until it was finally passed in 2004. In 2001 the European Parliament rejected a proposal by one vote after a number of heated debates.\textsuperscript{74} There was a lot of resistance,\textsuperscript{75} particularly against the neutrality principle, which ultimately was included only as a Member State option. Some of the fiercest resistance came from Germany,\textsuperscript{76} whose representatives were afraid that its corporations would become particularly exposed to takeovers. The resulting compromise made the neutrality rule – as well as the little-used breakthrough rule – optional, and allowed


\textsuperscript{71}. Hopt, supra note 68, at 13-14.


\textsuperscript{75}. Moreover, the managements of leading German companies such as DaimlerChrysler, Volkswagen, and BASF opposed the Directive. JOHN W. CIOFFI, PUBLIC LAW AND PRIVATE POWER 162 (2010).

Member States to make its application to any particular company contingent on reciprocity.\footnote{77. I.e. a firm applying neutrality and reciprocity would be subject to the neutrality rule only when the hostile bidder itself is subject to neutrality. See Takeover Directive, supra note 69, art. 12(3); Gatti, supra note 63, at 572-575.}

For purposes of the symposium, a number of observations need to be made. First, while the UK law was clearly the model, its success was limited because of the extensive optionality arrangements. Second, the limitation is even more striking when one looks at the actual impact of the Directive. As Ventoruzzo points out, a considerable number of Member States had already, prior to the implementation of the Directive, passed a UK-inspired takeover law.\footnote{78. Marco Ventoruzzo, Takeover Regulation as a Wolf in Sheep’s Clothing: Taking U.K. Rules to Continental Europe, 11 U. Pa. J. Bus. L. 135, 145-50 (2008).} The effects in these Continental European countries were, however, often quite different because they generally had concentrated ownership structures.\footnote{79. Supra note 17 and accompanying text. For a general analysis of how blockholders captures ostensibly investor-oriented corporate law reforms, see Fabio Bulfone, Insider job: corporate reforms and power resources in France, Italy and Spain, 15 SOCIO-ECON. REV. 435-359 (2017).} With concentrated ownership, the neutrality rule was largely irrelevant; a potential bidder would need to persuade the significant shareholders of the firm to take control. Moreover, the mandatory bid rule has very different effects in a concentrated ownership system. In a dispersed ownership company, it will generally force the bidder to share the private benefits of control with small investors by offering them a particular price. Under concentrated ownership, it will more frequently have the effect of inhibiting a takeover by making it too expensive to be viable.\footnote{80. Ventoruzzo, supra note 78, at 157.} Thus, UK-inspired takeover law tends to serve to entrench existing large shareholders in Continental Europe. Consequently, the adoption of UK-inspired rules most likely predominantly served the purpose of window-dressing and complying with a set of “best practices” considered good law, but without actually upsetting local structures of economic power.

Third, it is not clear at first glance how well takeover law fits well into liberal capitalist model that supposedly relies on outside finance and capital markets. Notably, the United States has not espoused the UK model, in spite of arguably being even more reliant on financial
markets than the United Kingdom. This first impression, however, is likely deceptive. Comparing the United States and United Kingdom corporate governance systems, the latter is, in a variety of ways, more shareholder-oriented than the former, at least in giving shareholders more control. US takeover law is more board-centric, as is US corporate law in general. Shareholder disempowerment is historically connected to the corporate welfare state, where employers were (and still are) to a much larger extent responsible for workers’ health care and retirement savings than in the United Kingdom. The United Kingdom has historically left these functions to the government, which allowed corporate law to be more unambiguously shareholder-oriented. Over the past 30 years, US corporate governance has moved farther in the direction of shareholder orientation, but takeover law (and the rest of Delaware corporate law) remains a holdout of managerialism. When we look at corporate law only, the UK is clearly the most market-oriented (or liberal). Takeover law, extracted to the Continent, does not provide a particularly good match, but should probably be seen as an isolated legal transplant in a host that is not fully receptive.

B. Accounting: “True and fair view” and the (partial) victory of IFRS

Accounting was another subject included in the EU company law harmonization project. The disclosure of financial information is quite obviously one of the areas affecting the interests of third parties inter-
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83. Gelter, supra note 18, at 50-52 (describing the transition to shareholder-centrism as a practical rather than legal development). While the doctrine developed during the 1980s has remained firmly in place, arguably, the justification for the “substantive coercion” component of Unocal is much less strong than it once was, given that with a higher percentage of institutional (as opposed to retail) investors it is becoming harder to see why the board would needed to protect shareholders from a substantively inadequate offer. See, e.g., Myron T. Steele, Lecture: Continuity and Change in Delaware Corporate Law Jurisprudence, 20 FORDHAM J. CORP. & FIN. L. 352, 361-362 (2015) (former Delaware Chief Justice predicting that the Delaware courts will eventually abandon the doctrine).
acting with companies from various Member States. While the 1st Company law Directive already required all limited-liability entities to disclose a set of financial statements after an amendment in 1972, the harmonization of substantive accounting standards had to wait for the 4th Directive (Accounting Directive) of 1978 and the 7th Directive (Group Accounting Directive) of 1983. The accession of the United Kingdom (alongside with Ireland and Denmark) in 1973 had a noticeable impact on the development of these directives, since agreement on a number of issues required a greater number of compromises. While the earlier drafts for the directives had relied mainly on Continental, particularly German and French accounting traditions, the British tradition influenced the final directives in many aspects. The most famous example is the “true and fair view” standard, which had its origins in

88. Fourth Directive, supra note 85, at art. 2(3)–(6).
the Companies Act of 1948. While this lofty goal for financial statements was relatively harmless, the so-called “overriding principle” caused considerable controversy. Under this provision, reporting firms must, “in exceptional cases” depart from specific accounting rules where they would be incompatible with the “true and fair view” as defined in the Directive. A number of Member States simply did not implement this provision. In particular, Germany and Denmark did not include the provision, as well as later additions to the Union such as Austria, Sweden and Finland. Furthermore the significance of the provision has remained unclear in countries that implemented it as well, including France.

One reason for the resistance against “true and fair view” and other aspects of the European directives was that accounting was traditionally understood to have different purposes in Continental European than in the English-speaking world. Accounting profits were seen as limiting the distributions firms could make in the form of dividends,
which is why they were often thought to be linked to the regulation of legal capital under the 2nd Directive. At least in the traditional view, this purpose trumped the goal of providing information to outside investors. Laws establishing accounting standards were thus often interpreted in light of the purpose of protecting creditors by limiting distributions, thus mitigating in favor of a later realization of profits and casting distributions constraints as the primary purpose of financial statements that often even trumped the provision of useful information.

Relatedly, book-tax conformity tends to be stronger in Continental Europe than in the Anglo-Saxon world. A close link between financial accounting and taxation means that firms sometimes have to exercise accounting options in ways that have an impact on the provision of information if they want to minimize the tax load. In practice, sometimes tax purposes dominate financial reporting purposes.
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99. E.g., Pfaff & Schröer, supra note 98, at 970–72 (discussing the reverse authoritative effect of tax law). Arguably, directors may even be required to minimize the firm’s tax burden under their duty of care, which creates some obvious tension with truthfulness in accounting.
As a consequence of the attempt to reconcile several accounting cultures into a single harmonization project, the Fourth and Seventh Directive have often been considered a failure. They were frequently criticized for providing too many options to both the Member States and the reporting firms.\textsuperscript{100} In effect the Member States thus maintained accounting traditions.\textsuperscript{101}

Widespread dissatisfaction with Continental European accounting and European harmonization in the capital markets\textsuperscript{102} paved the way for the adoption of International Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRS”) for the consolidated accounts of publicly traded firms in the 2002 IFRS Regulation, which came into effect in 2005.\textsuperscript{103} During the late 1990s and early 2000, a debate about convergence of corporate governance toward Anglo-American standards emerged, and the internationalization of accounting was very much part of it.\textsuperscript{104} The International Accounting Standards Board (“IASB”) – the body that develops IFRS – is of course based in London, but it is less well-known that the establishment of its predecessor body, the International Accounting Standards Committee (“IASC”), in 1973 was a reaction to EC accounting harmonization efforts. Fearing that the British accounting tradition
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of private standard setting would be swept away by more statutory Continental approach, prominent British accountants took the lead in setting up an international, private body that would eventually evolve in the world’s accounting standard setter. While representatives from many countries were involved from the beginning, IASC was dominated by accountants socialized in the large accounting firms and immersed in an Anglo-American accounting culture geared toward capital markets.

With the IFRS regulation, an Anglo-American accounting culture has won in the European Union, at least on a superficial level. Many Member States continue to require or permit their national accounting laws and standards to be used by non-listed firms and in the individual accounts of all firms. But in the stock markets IFRS have become de rigeur. It would be wrong to say, however, that the United Kingdom pushed for the IFRS Regulation in the European Union. In fact, the pressure came from large firms themselves that increasingly sought to avail themselves of stock markets, for which purpose IFRS and US generally accepted accounting principles (“GAAP”) are the financial linguae francae. However, we can say that the UK’s passive resistance to Continental-dominated harmonization, both by requiring compromises in the directives and by setting up IASC, sowed the seed from which the tree of Anglo-Saxon style financial reporting in the European Union ultimately grew. With or without the United Kingdom in the Union, the wheel will not be turned back on accounting.
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C. Corporate Governance geared to capital markets: The irrelevance of UK membership

As we have seen, the UK model has achieved dominance relating to takeovers and accounting, with pockets of resistance remaining, even if the United Kingdom did not necessarily promote the export of its model to the Continent itself. For purposes of the symposium, this raises two questions. First, did it matter that the United Kingdom was an EU member? In other words, would the law have developed similarly without the United Kingdom? Second, is the departure of the United Kingdom from the European Union likely to result in any change?

In both cases, the answer is no. Countries that modeled their takeover law on the UK’s did so in part before being required to do so by the European Union, while others managed to use the directive’s optional arrangement to avoid it (e.g. Germany with respect to takeover defenses). Similarly, in the late 1990s, some Member States were already beginning to permit their publicly traded firms to use US GAAP and IFRS, even if the compatibility of these standards with the directives was questionable. In the case of takeover law, Member States claimed that they wanted to improve their capital markets. In the case of accounting, firms seeking access to international markets were putting pressure on their governments. The United Kingdom became the most frequently imitated jurisdiction in corporate law not because it was an EU Member and it influenced EU law to conform to its own standard. Rather, as the leading capital market it was increasingly seen as a paragon of good corporate governance during this period, which is why other countries (within and outside of the European Union) saw it
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as a model to emulate, in particular with a view to the ascendant shareholder primacy paradigm. Corporate governance codes are a similar example: The UK model of the “Combined Code” was adopted everywhere in Europe in the late 1990s and early 2000s, without any pressure from the European Union. Adoption of all of these elements should rather be seen as an element of a general convergence trend in corporate governance at that time.

While the shareholder corporate governance model may have lost some of its sparkle since the financial crisis, the reforms are here to stay. There is no movement to abandon them, given that they ultimately have not turned out to be particularly burdensome on any relevant interest group. If a decision is made to amend any of these legal instruments in the future to move away from the UK-inspired requirements, it will not matter much whether the United Kingdom is an European Union member or not; the Member States would need to see a strong need for change.

V. CONCLUSION: BRINGING BACK THE OLD WAY

We have seen two countervailing trends in the relationship between the United Kingdom and the European Union in company law, which can be summarized under the headings of “importance” and “irrelevance.” It is possible that both reflect individualistic economic tendencies inherent in the UK’s particular variety of capitalism.

The United Kingdom was important for issues not directly related to capital markets, in particular board structure and legal capital. While we can see the United Kingdom’s handwriting in EU Company Law, it mainly served as a roadblock against harmonization along German lines. True, not every element of German corporate law would have found the approval of a majority of the other Continental Member


States, but at least on the margins harmonization would have been more likely. The United Kingdom, with its tradition of not quite rugged, but civilized individualism favored free choice by companies and the individuals founding them and planning their structure. A mandatory two-tier system and a supervisory board soiled with Union influence would have been unacceptable to a Thatcherite and post-Thatcherite Britain, as would have been the impediment to entrepreneurship created by an expanded legal capital scheme.

Counterintuitively, the UK’s membership in the EU can be described as irrelevant for harmonization in areas related capital markets. In these fields of law, the United Kingdom tends to favor informed investors able to avail themselves of transparent accounting information, who are treated fairly in takeover law relative to the sellers of controlling blocks, and who do not need management to tell them whether to accept a takeover bid or not. Consequently, in these areas the UK model actually sometimes endorses mandatory law as long as it advances the interests of informed shareholders making investment decisions. Thus, the United Kingdom came to be seen as the model jurisdiction of good corporate governance during the 1990s and 2000s. Of course, speculating about a counterfactual history, we cannot know if United Kingdom had solidified its position as a leading capital market without EU membership. Given the long history of UK markets, it is likely that it would have found a way. Thus, even without EU membership, it might have achieved this position, and European harmonization might have followed suit. Thus, we can probably say that the UK’s membership was likely irrelevant for the development of company law in this area, given that market forces would pushed the Union into the same direction.

In light of this assessment, if the United Kingdom returns to the old way of “splendid isolation” and “divide and rule” by abandoning the Union, will it have an impact on either area of EU company law? Most likely not. While capital markets no longer shine as they did twenty years ago, we will not go back to the post-war decades when Continental European markets largely lay dormant. Even after the financial crisis has eroded the confidence in “good corporate governance,” Europe is unlikely to retreat from transparent accounting and takeover law. If anything, the plans set forth by the commission, such
as the 2012 Action Plan\textsuperscript{114} and the 2017 amendments to the Shareholder Rights Directive,\textsuperscript{115} continue the trajectory of the past two decades. Traditional continental harmonization projects – related to issues such as board structure and capital – are unlikely to relaunch.

\textsuperscript{114} Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions: Action Plan: European company law and corporate governance – a modern legal framework for more engaged shareholders and sustainable companies, COM (2012) 740 final.
